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The cat pack contains the three additional cat skins as shown in the picture above. The skin is a set for the leopard skin, but it
looks like there will be three skin sets for each cat if I am reading the small text on the skin correctly. The leopard cat is 7zip
and is the original cat skin with all the stats that was used in the old gameplay patch. It has no new special abilities or anything
like that. The tiger is 7zip and is a new skin where it seems as if leopard cat and lion cat were combined to make this new skin.
It does not contain any new abilities, but it has some new models for legs, paws, and fur. The tiger skin has a nice bright
lighting effect that is present in the game, a nice characteristic that is mostly lacking in older cat skins. The lion cat is 7zip and
is a new skin where it seems like leopard cat and tiger cat were combined to make this new skin. It does not contain any new
abilities, but it has some new models for legs, paws, and fur. The lion cat skin has a nice bright lighting effect that is present in
the game, a nice characteristic that is mostly lacking in older cat skins. All three cat skins are high quality models, complete
with fur and all its features that makes the cat skin in the game feel right. Future Cat Skin Releases and Versions: There seems
to be about 6 other skins that are yet to be released or leaked. The lion cat is 7zip and is a new skin where it seems like leopard
cat and tiger cat were combined to make this new skin. It does not contain any new abilities, but it has some new models for
legs, paws, and fur. The lion cat skin has a nice bright lighting effect that is present in the game, a nice characteristic that is
mostly lacking in older cat skins. The leopard cat is 7zip and is the original cat skin with all the stats that was used in the old
gameplay patch. It has no new special abilities or anything like that. The tiger is 7zip and is a new skin where it seems like
leopard cat and lion cat were combined to make this new skin. It does not contain any new abilities, but it has some new
models for legs, paws, and fur. The tiger skin has a nice bright lighting effect that is present in the game, a nice characteristic
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Features Key:

 

Buy and play NeoGuts!
Collected XP are showing in the top right corner.

 

Battle enemy soldiers!

 

Create your own levels!

 

Create your own maps!

 

Challenge friends to multiplayer battles!
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Battle enemies in Endless Mode!

 

Download and play level packs!

 

Include in your level creation!

 

Special colors!

 

See the in-game buddy icons!

 

At any time, explore the level in Picture Mode!

 

Make use of an expression menu!

 

Challenge friends to multiplayer battles!
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